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ABSTRACT
Efforts for software evolution supersede any other part of
the software life cycle. Technological decisions have a major
impact on the maintainability, but are not well reflected by
existing code or architecture based metrics. The way the
persistency of object structures with relational databases is
solved affects the maintainability of the overall system. Be-
sides maintainability other quality attributes of the software
are of interest, in particular performance metrics. However,
a systematic evaluation of the benefits and drawback of dif-
ferent persistency frameworks is lacking. In this paper we
systematically evaluate the maintainability and performance
of different technological approaches for this mapping. The
paper presents a testbed and an evaluation process with
specifically designed metrics to evaluate persistency tech-
niques regarding their maintainability and performance. In
the second part we present and discuss the results of the
case study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems]: Miscellaneous; D.2.8 [Soft-
ware Engineering]: Metrics—complexity measures, per-
formance measures

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Maintainability, Performance, GQM, Persistency Techniques,
Software Architecture

1. INTRODUCTION
Efforts for software evolution supersede any other part of

the software life cycle. Due to this fact, a large body of
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research exists in metrics to predict and evaluate the main-
tainability of software. However, often technological deci-
sions also have a major impact on the maintainability, but
are not well reflected by existing code or architecture based
metrics. In addition, maintainability is not the only goal to
optimise a software system for. Therefore, it is important
to support software designers in their decision making in a
way that the understand the impact of their software de-
sign decisions on maintainability and other relevant quality
attributes.

In this paper we systematically evaluate the maintainabi-
lity and performance of different technological approaches
which solve the same problem, namely the mapping of ob-
ject structures (as used in an object-oriented middle-tier) to
a relational database (as used in the data-tier). Although
this problem is certainly not new, the way the persistency of
object structures with relational databases is solved affects
the maintainability and the performance of the overall sys-
tem. Also, this is a question which has to be solved in nearly
all enterprise software applications today. Given the number
of software applications used for business and administrative
tasks and their life-span which often lasts over decades, the
relevance of this question becomes clear relatively easy. Due
to this importance of the data persistency, several approa-
ches have been evolved, which are in an exemplary manner
compared in this paper:

1. So called “persistency frameworks” are an established
approach to persist object structures with relational
database, Hibernate [4] is a popular example. The
popularity of the approach is also demonstrated, by the
latest version of Sun and IBM’s Enterprise Java Beans
(EJB) standard where such frameworks are controlled
by defined custom attributes in the Java code. As our
particular testbed application is a .Net application we
used the corresponding .Net implementation which is
called NHibernate [5]. In addition to this open source
framework we wanted to evaluate a commercial O/R
mapping framework. Our choice was Vanatec Ope-
nAccess [6] as representative for this category.

2. Model-driven software development (MDSD) approa-
ches promise to reduce maintainability costs by raising
the abstraction level to the model level. Generators
can be used to create mapping definitions and classes
for a persistence framework. Two different kinds of
generators are possible here:
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• Out-of-the-box generators: Existing genera-
tors that can produce mapping files for persis-
tence frameworks. Our choice was AndroMDA [2]
as it seemed to be a well establish generator that
is able to produce C# classes as well as the cor-
responding mapping definitions for NHibernate.

• Project specific generators: A generator is
created for the use in a specific environment and
to generate exactly the output that is needed for
the project. As the openArchitectureWare frame-
work [7] provides a comprehensive basis for the
creation of such a generator we chose it for this
category

3. High-level interfaces to databases as provided by mod-
ern programming environments form a competing al-
ternative. An example (although platform specific) is
ADO.NET [1] in Microsoft’s .NET environment which
provides flexibility on the query side and exchangeable
databases at the back end.

Comparisons of persistency techniques are mostly done by
comparing their features [13, 9]. Unfortunately, until now
there is no systematic evaluation of persistency approaches
which include the above mentioned competing alternatives.
It is clear, that such a systematic comparison should evalu-
ate the three approaches regarding their maintainability and
performance.

The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of
the comparison approach and the results of the evaluation of
persistency techniques. The testbed architecture as well as
an initial version of the metrics which are collected during
the evaluation were previously presented in [12]. The eval-
uation method comprises a testbed and goal-driven defined
metrics (according to the GQM approach [8]) for maintain-
ability and performance of the competing solutions. By this,
this article contributes to the empirical evaluation of per-
sistency techniques. In the long term, software developers
should benefit from this work by more educated decisions
regarding the selection of persistency techniques. Besides,
the method presented here can be generalised to a methodol-
ogy for the systematic evaluation of model-driven techniques
applied also to other software engineering concerns beyond
data persistency.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 specific
design guidelines for such a testbed are discussed and the
architecture of the testbed is presented. Likewise, section
3 presents the process of deriving appropriate metrics and
presents the metrics as such. The results consisting of the
collected metrics data as well as their evaluation are pre-
sented in section 4. A critical look at the validity of the
case study is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
and discusses the planned future evaluation work with the
testbed.

2. THE EVALUATION TESTBED

2.1 The Architecture of the Example Applica-
tion

The current evaluation testbed is based on MESCOR, an
extensive program suite for financial research. This program
suite is a group of standalone applications using a common
server middle tier to access the database. All application
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Figure 1: Testbed Architecture

data is stored in one centralized Oracle database which con-
tains more than 100 tables. The stored information includes
very different aspects of the financial research domain like
companies, shares, analysts, industrial sectors and all re-
lated data items.

MESCOR is in daily use by several customers for one
decade now and maintained by andrena objects ag. Client
and server software is written in Borland Delphi and com-
municates via DCOM and sockets. Since 2005 some parts of
the system were migrated to Microsoft.NET (e.g. MESCOR
webclient). In advance an in-depth analysis of all relevant
use cases and the database structure was performed. So it
was possible to choose some parts of the whole system as
examples to evaluate the different techniques.

The evaluation is restricted to compare the different solu-
tions for persistency only. We designed a generalized testbed
architecture (see figure 1) to provide a common approach
to exchange the persistence system and gather the metrics.
The testbed architecture is structured in 4 layers, namely
(bottom-up):

• The data layer is just the database which is the same
for all applications.

• The persistence framework layer is the most impor-
tant part of the testbed. This is the place where we
inspect and measure the different persistence systems
(e.g. ADO.NET or NHibernate). Every system has
to implement a common set of service interfaces that
define the connection to the business layer. The medi-
ation between these interfaces and the persistence sys-
tem itself is accomplished by a individual persistence
adapter for each system. We use the façade pattern
for the interface definition and implementation in this
layer.

• The business and client layers are strictly separated
from the persistence framework layer and only know
its common interface. So there’s no need to change
them when switching the persistence system.
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Since the testbed is developed in C# with Microsoft.NET
the objects are implemented as so called “plain old C# ob-
jects” (POCOs). The persistence framework layer has to
return its query results using this object model, too. All
layers (except of course the database layer) only know the
interface definitions of the object model. So any of the per-
sistency techniques may use its own implementation of the
object model if necessary. Amongst the several client ap-
plications that exist for the legacy application we chose two
specific ones. Each a different usage scenario for object re-
lational mapping.

The Chartproduction application uses read only access
to the database. It places queries to create charts of all
shares in the repository. It is a simple use case but it re-
quires a high-performance data access layer and therefore is
a good example application to judge the performance char-
acteristics of the competing solutions. Because of its read
only character no locking mechanisms need to be deployed.
Furthermore caching is not necessary because the data is
queried subsequently from the database and not reused later.

Accounting is an application which is used to view and
edit all available financial information on a company. Bal-
ance sheets or P&Ls appear here. Depending on the com-
pany huge amounts of data can be requested or edited here
and may be edited by several accountants at one time. This
requires read and write operations to the database and there-
fore also locking and caching.

In summary the evaluation testbed is a collection of sam-
ple applications that all share the generalized testbed archi-
tecture. The sample applications focus on different usage
scenarios to evaluate the competing persistency techniques.
All variation is bundled into the persistence framework layer
which contains the particular persistency technique and a
specific persistence adapter. The other three layers stay con-
stant for every application. Every technique has to provide
the same functionality and thus fulfil equal evaluation crite-
ria.

The performance measurements were conducted using a
logging facility that captures all necessary times and after-
wards writes them to an XML file. The performance mon-
itor that is provided with Microsoft Windows were used to
collect the performance metrics. This monitor can directly
be accessed via a .Net API. The testbed applications were
instrumented to provide reasonable measuring points. It is
important to note that the logging is done using a memory
based logger in the first place. The amount I/O data re-
sulting from the logging statements would otherwise greatly
influence the performance of the application. Based in the
values in the log file statistical analyses are performed to
compute the metrics. For most of the scenarios the bench-
mark was executed at least 100 times to reduce the influence
of outliers.

3. DERIVATION OF METRICS

3.1 The Goal-Question-Metric Approach
We defined the quality plan, which we used to evaluate

the persistency techniques using the Goal/Question/Metric
(GQM) approach. The GQM approach [8] is a systematic
method to find and define tailored metrics for a particular
environment. In contrast to the collection of metrics that
are chosen just because they can be measured, the GQM
approach helps to identify the reasons why particular met-

Goal 1 Goal 2

Question1.2Question1.1 Question2.2Question2.1 Question2.3

Metric1.2.1Metric1.1.1 Metric2.1.1Metric1.2.2 Metric2.3.1 Metric2.3.2

Figure 2: GQM structure as defined by Basili [5]

rics are chosen. It also helps to interpret the values resulting
from the collection of these metrics. The GQM approach is
a top-down methodology that consists of three steps:

1. Starting from the definition of goals that should be
achieved by the conducted measurements. A goal is
defined using a template which consists of the following
parts:

Purpose What should be achieved by the measure-
ment?

Issue Which characteristics should be measured?
Object Which artefact will be assessed (this may be

a product, a process or a resource)?
Viewpoint From which perspective is the goal de-

fined (e.g. the end user or the development team)?

2. The next step is to define questions that will, when
answered, provide information that will help to find a
solution to the goal.

3. To answer these questions quantitatively every ques-
tion is associated with a set of metrics. It has to be
considered that not only objective metrics can be col-
lected here. Also metrics that are subjective to the
viewpoint of the goal can be listed here.

Figure 2 depicts the three levels of the GQM approach.
It can be seen that it is possible to reuse the same metrics
for different goals. However to make their context clear we
chose to number the metrics sequentially and also using the
numbers of their goal and questions.

3.2 GQM-Plan for Maintainability
Maintainability is hard to measure with empirical met-

rics because many volatile factors (such as developer expe-
rience, development paradigm, etc.) have great influence on
it. That is the main reason why it is hard to validate analyt-
ical metrics. Unlike other maintainability evaluations that
rely on direct analysis of source code (e.g. as published in
[14]) a comparison between model-driven and conventional
development has to focus on more abstract metrics. Mainte-
nance operations on models versus maintenance operations
on source code can not be compared by metrics that are
based on the source code. In a model-driven development
environment a maintenance task will mostly be solved by
changing either the application model, or in some cases by
changing the generator. On the other hand changes in non-
model-driven environments are performed by changing the
source code directly. In the model-driven environment the
code is being generated, therefore the code complexity does
not influence the maintainability. Hence metrics such as
code complexity or size cannot be reasonably applied here.
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A solution that facilitates this comparison is to define
project specific, empirical metrics. These metrics can be
found by using the GQM method and creating questions
that involve specific scenarios and tasks that can be found
in the particular project or domain. The major disadvan-
tage of these metrics is however that they are consequently
only valid in the narrow domain for which they where de-
fined. Instead of being universally valid they only provide
results for the particular goals of the evaluation plan.

To measure the maintainability of a persistency technique
we defined our first measurement goal according to the GQM
method as follows:

Goal 1: Purpose: Comparison
Object: Different persistency techniques
Issue: Maintainability
Viewpoints: The software development and mainte-
nance team

The following questions were elaborated to cover the first
goal:

An important aspect of a technology is the initial effort
that needs to be invested to understand its concepts and
syntax as well as the steepness of the learning to understand
it.
Question 1.1: How big is the initial effort to understand

the technology and to create a design how the technol-
ogy can be implemented into the system?

In order to answer this question we will gather the follow-
ing metrics:
M1.1.1: Person-days to design and implement the map-

pings that are needed for a special application (Chart-
production). This includes the time that is needed
to understand the technique and do initial work, such
as implementing a generator for a model-driven tech-
nique.

M1.1.2: Amount of aspects that have to be implemented
manually (such as transaction handling, caching, que-
ries and referential integrity). Some of these aspects
were defined by looking for patterns that are needed
to implement a persistency adapter using a high-level
API (such as ADO.Net in our case). See [10] for a
comprehensive list of patterns which were considered.
The evaluated aspects are

1. O/R mapping (either Row Data Gateway, Active
Record or Data Mapper)

2. Lazy loading

3. Referential integrity

4. Identity map

5. Unit of work

M1.1.3: Amount of workarounds that were needed to im-
plement the technology in the system.

M1.1.4: Amount of time, measured in person-days, spent
to implement the workarounds that were needed to
implement the technology in the system.

As our example application consists of several indepen-
dent parts we want to measure the initial development effort
for each of them separately. This should also give clues on
the steepness of the learning curve for each technology.

Question 1.2: What is the effort to implement further parts
of the system?

M1.2.1: Person-days to implement the mappings that are
needed for each application.

M1.2.2: Time (in hours) spent for testing and debugging.

To be able to make fine-grained statements about the
maintainability of each persistency technique we identified
the most important and most frequently conducted mainte-
nance tasks. As the persistence framework layer is a glue-
layer between database and object model changes made to
either of those will presumably result in changes to the per-
sistence framework layer. Apart from small, trivial adjust-
ments a non-trivial change is primarily either an addition,
change or removal of a persistent class including its relations
to related classes. The resulting questions for the GQM plan
are:

Question 1.3: How big is the effort to extend the persis-
tency layer with a new persistent class including their
incorporation into the existing object model (including
the modification of related classes and relations)?

These metrics will help to answer question 1.3:
M1.3.1: Average time to conduct the change in minutes.
M1.3.2: Average amount of files and/or models that need

to be touched.
M1.3.3: Average amount of test and debug runs that were

needed to pass all tests after the change.
M1.3.4: Average amount of time spent for test and debug

runs that were needed to pass all tests after the change.

Not only extensions of the static parts of the application
will be measured, also extensions to the business logic have
to be considered:

Question 1.4: How big is the effort to modify or extend
the business façade’s functionality?

The same metrics as for question 1.3 apply here as well,
here numbered as M1.4.1, M1.4.2, M1.4.3 and M1.4.4.

For questions 1.3 and 1.4 we defined several change scenar-
ios that necessitate these changes. To comply with the ex-
ternal validity of our evaluation (see section 5) these change
scenarios were elaborated based on the experiences made
with the legacy system. Also the type of change that was
conducted varied, including changes to the database back-
end as well as the mapping definitions and the business
logic. We will not provide an extensive description of the
change scenarios as this would need a deeper understanding
of the legacy application. However, a brief description of the
change scenarios is listed here. These scenarios were based
on the Chartproduction application:

1. Change scenario 1. Change of the database back-end
from Oracle 9i to Microsoft SQL Server.

2. Change scenario 2. Adding a new feature (currency
transition) to the application which includes the addi-
tion of 2 new persistent classes and 2 relations as well
as the introduction of a new business logic method and
the change of another method within the application
façade.
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3. Change scenario 3. A new criterion (the stock index
of a share) for the charts that should be produced is
introduced. This includes the addition of 1 new persis-
tent class and relation. Furthermore several methods
within the application façade have to be adapted.

For each scenario the following question/metrics were col-
lected:
Question 1.5: How big is the effort to conduct all changes

within the scenario?

M1.5.1: Time to conduct the change in minutes (without
test/debug time).

M1.5.2: Amount of files and/or models that need to be
touched.

M1.5.3: Amount of test and debug runs that were needed
to pass all tests after the change.

M1.5.4: Time in minutes spend for tests and debug runs.

3.3 GQM-Plan for Performance
Apart from maintenance aspects most often the perfor-

mance of a persistency technique is one of the major con-
cerns. To measure the performance of these techniques we
defined our second measurement goal according to the GQM
method as follows:

Goal 2: Purpose: Comparison
Object: Different persistency techniques
Issue: Performance
Viewpoints: The software development and mainte-
nance team

This goal contains questions that are of a general na-
ture. They can be asked for all client applications that come
with the example system. However, as each of the applica-
tions has different performance requirements the measure-
ment method varies depending on the use case scenario in
which they are collected.

Question 2.1: Which impact does the choice of the persis-
tency technique have on the start up performance of
the application?

To measure this question we derived the following metrics:

M2.1.1: Time to initialize the application measured in mil-
liseconds. This metric measures the overall start-up
time of the application, this includes library initial-
izations as well as opening database connections and
loading of initial data from the database.

M2.1.2: The initial memory footprint of the application af-
ter its start-up measured (in megabytes).

The interpretation of the results of these metrics will be
based on the assumption that a short initialization is better
than a long one. However it is hard to say whether a vast
or a narrow distribution where the values are rather small
respectively large is more convenient. A smaller memory
footprint at start-up is also an indicator for a better overall
start-up performance.

Another important issue is to identify the specific perfor-
mance behaviour of a persistency technology. Some may be
faster executing queries but at the cost of a larger cache and
therefore a higher memory consumption. To identify these
characteristics we derived the following question:

Question 2.2: What are the specific performance charac-
teristics for each persistency system for the applica-
tion?

The metrics that will help to answer this questions mea-
sure the resource utilisation during predefined representative
use case scenarios. These metrics will be collected during
the run of automatically executed scenarios that comprise
specific tasks of the respective application.

M2.2.1: CPU utilization of the application. Measured in
percent.

M2.2.2: CPU utilization of database. Measured in millisec-
onds that are spent for the database operations.

M2.2.3: (a) Time needed for a specific task. Measured in
milliseconds that are spent. (b) Throughput of tasks
per minute. (c) Time to commit the changed to the
database.

M2.2.4: Memory utilization (in megabytes) during the exe-
cution of the scenario. Especially the maximum mem-
ory used during the test run is important.

Almost all applications that come with the example sys-
tem have direct interactions with the user. Hence it is im-
portant for the performance of the system how responsive it
is.

Question 2.3: How good is the responsiveness of the sys-
tem from the client’s view?

All operations that can be performed within one of the
applications are bundled in the corresponding business logic
façades. Therefore the responsiveness of each of these meth-
ods will reflect the performance of the user interaction.
M2.3.1: Response time in milliseconds of the methods of

the business logic façades. Measured for each method
using different parameter assignments.

For the sake of fairness within the evaluation we imple-
mented each business logic façade using the specific query
mechanisms that are available for each persistency system.
However, it is also important to evaluate the performance of
each system using only the object model navigation. This
will be accomplished by an additional implementation of the
business logic façade which does not make use of a query
mechanisms but only uses navigation which is available on
the interfaces of the object model.

Question 2.4: How good is the responsiveness of the sys-
tem from the client’s view if only object model navi-
gation is used within the facçade?

M2.4.1: Response time in milliseconds of the methods of
the generic business logic façades. Measured for each
method using different parameter assignments.

4. EVALUATION RESULTS
For the evaluation of the different persistency techniques

we implemented two different applications which are based
on the MESCOR system.
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4.1 Setup of the Expreriment
To gather the maintainability metrics we had several groups

working on the different applications. All in all a total of six
developers worked on the system. All of them were experi-
enced concerning the development within the domain of the
target application and/or one or more persistency techniques
that were employed. As the development was conducted us-
ing pair programming with alternating partners we further
reduced the impact of different personal experiences of each
developer. The teams were mixed between developers of
andrena objects ag and FZI to ensure an equal balance of
experience in the different areas.

4.2 Results for goal 1: Maintainability

4.2.1 Client Application 1: Chartproduction
Not all necessary features needed to implement the func-

tionality of the evaluation application were available on all
framework. Especially the fact that the legacy application is
a long grown system that was not always developed in a con-
sistent way caused a lot of additional effort. Metric 1.1.3 and
1.1.4 show the amount of workarounds and time to imple-
ment them. Being a developed-from-scratch O/R mapper
the ADO.Net implementation could be designed from the
beginning in a way that pays respect to the design of the
legacy database. The implementations of both O/R map-
ping frameworks (NHibernate and OpenAccess) needed a
more or less severe workaround to be able to map the legacy
schema to the object model.

As the Chartproduction application was the first one we
implemented within this application we also used it to create
a prototype and then derive a generator based on the ope-
nArchitectureWare generator framework. As it can be seen
in table 1 the additional effort for this derivation was 3 days.
However during the extension of the application and the us-
age of the generator we found features that we needed and
that were not yet supported by the generator. During the
evaluation of change scenarios 2 & 3 (see table 2) we needed
additional time to extent the generator with the necessary
functionality.

Our first attempt to use AndroMDA in this evaluation
as a representative of an out-of-the-box generator were not
crowned with success. It turned out that the existing C#
& NHibernate generator was not flexible enough to support
our legacy database. Furthermore it was not possible to
adapt our necessary interfaces. We will try to come back to
the evaluation of AndroMDA if these issues are solved, e.g.
by a new version of AndroMDA.

Table 1 shows that the effort for the initial implementation
of the Chartproduction application varies greatly depending
on the persistency technique used. The results for metric
1.1.2 show that state-of-the-art O/R mapping frameworks
all support the requested aspects that are needed for the
evaluation application. Our experience with the ADO.Net
implementation show that for our kind of application, where
it is important to preserve the legacy database schema, a
trade-off between abstraction and flexibility has to be made.
There are several parts of the implementation that could be
externalized into framework components, just as it is al-
ready done in O/R mapper frameworks. However, there
are also parts within the application that do not fit into a
generic schema and need special attention and implemen-
tations. This results in the need for workarounds and/or

Table 1: Results for goal maintainability
Metric[unit] ADO NH OA OAW
1.1.1[PD] 12 9 6 6 + 3a

1.1.2 5 0 0 n.a.
1.1.3 1 1 1 n.a.

1.1.4[PD] 0,5 2 1 n.a.
1.3.1[m] 19,75 25 31,5 18,75

1.3.2 3 4 4 1 - 2b

1.3.3 2,25 4,25 2,5 1,25c

1.3.4[m] 89,25 66,5 48,25 4,5d

1.4.1[m] 5 14 11,5 14

a6 days for the NHibernate prototype, 3 days to derive
the generator from that prototype

bdepending on the need for additional query methods in
the manager

cplus an addition of 1,75 to fix bugs in the generator (due
to its early stage)

dplus an addition of 11 to fix bugs in the generator (due
to its early stage)

performance losses when existing mapping frameworks are
used. Depending on the “degree of dowdiness” of the legacy
database it may also be an option to choose the manual
implementation.

Change scenario 1, which is the database migration sce-
nario, shows, as presented in table 3 that the time consump-
tion for high-level APIs such as ADO.Net is still relatively
high. The abstraction level is still not high enough to change
the database without having to change database specific el-
ements, such as query parameter etc. Having an additional
abstraction layer for the SQL statements (OQL for Ope-
nAccess and HQL for NHibernate) makes the migration to
another database less time consuming.

The results for change scenarios 2 & 3 show, almost the ex-
pected results for the implementation time (M1.5.1): imple-
mentations using O/R mapping frameworks can be changed
faster than those using ADO.Net. Furthermore, using a
model-driven approach shortens the implementation time
even more. The bad value of OpenAccess in scenario 2
mostly results from problems combining its included reverse
engineering tool with some more sophisticated mapping fea-
tures. Another conspicuity is the high amount of time spent
for testing and debugging the NHibernate mapping. The
problem mostly stems from the imprecise error messages of
NHibernate. It was more than just once inevitable to con-
sult the NHibernate forum to get explanations and solutions
for certain problems.

4.2.2 Client Application 2: Accounting
Table 3 shows the values measured for the implementa-

tion of the Accounting application. Compared to the im-
plementation of the Chartproduction application it can be
seen that the times needed for the OpenAccess and NHi-
bernate adapter swapped ranks. This can be ascribed to
the development approach used for each frameworks. Ope-
nAccess provides wizard and editor support for its mappings
that help developers to create initial mappings very quickly.
However, once a developer gets used to a certain framework,
this advantage vanishes more and more, since the mapping
definitions used for NHibernate are better to read and un-
derstand. The effort to implement the ADO mappings and
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Table 2: Results for the change scenarios
Metric[unit] ADO NH OA OAW

Scenario 1
1.5.1[m] 40 10 10 10

1.5.2 7 1 1 1
1.5.3 5 1 1 1

1.5.4[m] 30 0 0 0
Scenario 2

1.5.1[m] 78 55 82 39
1.5.2 7 10 8 3(+1)a

1.5.3 5 13 5 2(+6)b

1.5.4[m] 108 29 6 3(+31)
Scenario 3

1.5.1[m] 78 56 47 39
1.5.2 6 8 7 3(+1)c

1.5.3 4 4 5 3(+1)
1.5.4[m] 249 237 187 15(+12)

ameans 3 source files and one model
badditional values in brackets refer to bugs in the gener-

ator
cmeans 3 source files and one model

Table 3: Results for goal maintainability
Metric[unit] ADO NH OA OAW
1.2.1[PD] 4,2 3 3,25 0,9
1.2.2[PD] 8,1 3,2 4,2 1,5

especially the time needed to test and debug the applica-
tion was considerably higher than any other approach. This
stems mostly from the complexity of combining the imple-
mented patterns (such as Lazy Loading or Unit of Work)
correctly. The model-based technique clearly showed its ad-
vantages concerning development efforts once the generator
became more mature. Especially the time needed for de-
bugging and testing decreased notably. One of the most
important influences was the elimination of systematic er-
rors by fixing them in the generator instead of searching the
whole code base for its occurrences.

4.3 Results for Goal 2: Performance
As the OAW generator generates, in fact, nearly the same

code and mapping files as the manual NHibernate imple-
mentation we conducted the performance tests using only
ADO.Net, OpenAccess and the manually implemented NHi-
bernate mapping.

4.3.1 Client Application 1: Chartproduction
The first test runs to collect the performance metrics,

showed that both techniques are almost equal concerning
the performance of the Chartproduction tool. However, a
critical aspect seemed to be the caching mechanism of NHi-
bernate. The Chartproduction tool has a special batch run
mode during which it creates charts for all shares in the
repository. During this run the time for creating a single
chart increased linearly, resulting in an overall runtime be-
ing ten to fifteen times higher than the respective ADO.NET
implementation. After changing the NHibernate adapter
to clear the session cache after the creation of a chart the

Table 4: Results for the performance evaluation of
question 2.1 for application 1: Chartproduction

Metrics[unit] ADO NH OA
M2.1.1[ms] 5331,3 6211,2 6961,4
M2.1.2[ms] 51,8 56,1 51,9

Table 5: Results for the performance evaluation of
question 2.2 for application 1: Chartproduction (all
mean values except M2.2.4) in milliseconds (ms)

Metrics ADO NH OA
M2.2.1 86,5 88,5 74,2
M2.2.2 3,3 5,8 7,5
M2.2.3a 87,2 194,0 114,8
M2.2.3b 11,5 5,15 8,7

M2.2.4(max.) 2,2 6,5 24,0

production times were similar for both technologies. It is
important to mention that the performance of those first
implementations was only nearly equal for this particular
use-case. Further tests revealed that the performance dif-
fers in other scenarios. Table 4 shows the mean values for
all collected performance metrics. In most of the cases these
values can be seen as representative. However, for some
metrics in special cases the presentation of the mean value
is not enough to describe the actual results. These cases are
marked and treated special within their own section.

Metric M2.1.1 and M2.1.2: The initialization time of
the application varies for the different persistency techni-
ques. With the initialization of OpenAccess taking nearly
one third longer than plain ADO.Net the difference is note-
worthy. The ADO.Net adapter implementation, because of
its project project specific character, is slightly faster than
the heavy weight O/R mapping frameworks. The initial
memory consumption is also higher for NHibernate. In the
context of this application this is not an issue. However,
within smaller applications that are started and closed more
frequently the start-up time and memory consumption may
be more important.

Metric M2.2.1 to M2.2.4: To collect values for this
metric we used the primary use case scenario of the appli-
cation, which is the creation of share charts during a batch
run. There are currently around 500 shares in the database,
during a batch run charts for all of them are created. We
captured the times for the creation of single charts. As this
is already a broadly distributed set we did not summarize
the results from different runs but selected a representative
single batch run.

Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of the times that
were needed to create all charts within a batch run (M2.2.3)
of application 1. It can be seen that in this scenario the
ADO.Net implementations has slight performance advan-
tages against OpenAccess. Whereas NHibernate seems to
be slower than both other adaptors. However, it is inter-
esting that there are, even though just a few, outliers in
the results the OpenAccess framework. In scenarios where a
guaranteed maximum execution time is necessary this might
be an important point against or in favour of a persistency
technique.
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Figure 3: M2.2.3: Frequency distribution of time
needed for the creation of the charts within the per-
sistence layer.
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Figure 4: M2.2.4: Memory consumption during
the chart creation batch run within the persistence
layer.

The heap memory consumption of the assessed frame-
works (M2.2.4) during the batch run of application 1 is de-
picted in figure 4. Even though, OpenAccess seems to out-
perform NHibernate concerning the execution time of this
scenario, ranks are swapped when it comes to memory con-
sumption during the batch run. Not only, the overall mem-
ory consumption is more than three times the one of NHi-
bernate, there are even peaks that are again as high as the
maximum used by NHibernate. In memory critical systems
this might be a strong point in favour of NHibernate against
OpenAccess.

Metric M2.3.1 Comparing the results shown in table 6
to the results of the batch run scenario shows that there is a
big discrepancy between both scenarios. Even though most
of the façade operations are slower using ADO the overall
performance in the batch run is higher. This results mostly
from the performance of the operations GetSharePrices and
GetShareRelativePerformance, which are slightly faster us-
ing ADO.

Table 6: M2.3.1 Execution time mean values for
Chartproduction façade in milliseconds (ms)
Metrics ADO NH OA
GetCompany 9,5 12,1 8,5
GetExchangeRate 9,6 103,9 59,4
GetShareIdentifierForType 23,0 27,3 9,5
GetShareIdentifiers 279,0 1858,1 44,0
GetSharePrices 49,8 118,7 64,3
GetShareRelativePerformance 52,0 128,7 60,6
GetShares 1279,4 90,3 38,4
GetStockindex 85,1 58,8 80,8
Overall 1787,4 2398,0 365,6

Table 7: M2.4.1 Execution time mean values for
generic Chartproduction façade in milliseconds (ms)

Metrics ADO NH OA
GetCompany 8,2 10,2 6,4
GetExchangeRate 10,6 100,4 62,1
GetShareIdentifierForType 23,0 21,3 12,8
GetShareIdentifiers 1285,6 2073,4 266,9
GetSharePrices 387,6 938,5 818,7
GetShareRelativePerf. 98,4 258,2 208,3
GetShares 270,2 37,5 1156,8
GetStockindex 84,4 54,6 77,9
Overall 2162,8 3403,9 2559,0

Metric M2.4.1 As it can be seen in table 7 the mean
values resulting from the usage of object model navigation
instead of the additional query mechanisms of each persis-
tency system vary from the results of M2.3.1. Comparing
the results for this metric to table 6 it can be seen that
the hand-coded ADO.Net adapter seems to have advantages
through its low-level query mechanism. However, when it
comes to pure object model navigation both O/R mapping
frameworks outperform the ADO implementation.

4.3.2 Client Application 2: Accounting
Since the Accounting application employs a read/write

scenario, in which complex object structures are created,
edited and deleted other aspects become important than in
the read-only Chartproduction scenario.

Metric M2.1.1 and M2.1.2: During the start-up of
this application, apart from the general initializations of the
database connection and manager classes, an initial set of
companies and views is loaded from the database. Com-
pared to the results for question Q2.1 of the Chartproduction
application it can be seen that the higher memory consump-
tion for objects in the OpenAccess framework is reflected in
the initial memory footprint of the application. Also the

Table 8: Results for the performance evaluation of
Q2.1 for application 2: Accounting in in milliseconds
(ms)

Metrics[unit] ADO NH OA
M2.1.1[ms] 1633,8 1613,3 1647,5
M2.1.2[mb] 7,6 14,6 8,5
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start-up time is now higher for OpenAccess compared to
NHibernate.

For the performance measurement for the Accounting ap-
plication two read,update,create scenarios were defined. One
with only very few selective changes (single edit) and an-
other one where several companies and values where read
and edited (multiple edits). Each of these scenarios was run
10 times. The average values are listed in table 9.

Metric M2.2.1 to M2.2.3: Within the read/write sce-
nario the NHibernate mapping is significantly slower than
the OpenAccess and ADO mapping. Most probably this
originates from the lower performance in object model nav-
igation as it can bee seen in table 7. As the Accounting sce-
nario is heavily based on the navigation between companies,
shares, different views and the companies’ data the impact is
correspondingly high.Another interesting point is that Ope-
nAccess seems to put more load on the database server and
less on the client when navigating the object model (see
M2.2.2 in table 9) but is still slower than ADO.

Metric M2.2.4 An interesting result is the maximum
heap memory consumption for this application. Comparing
them to results of the previous application reveals that these
frameworks have a very different memory behaviour in dif-
ferent use cases. If memory is an important concern for a
project it might be inevitable to evaluate the consumption
for each particular use case. For the particular Account-
ing use case, OpenAccess seems to have the best memory
effectiveness.

5. LIMITATIONS AND VALIDITY
There are two kinds of validity concerning the results of

any empirical study: the internal and the external validity
[11]. Internal validity describes the quality of the results re-
garding the single empirical investigation (e.g., case study
or experiment). This includes the quality of the conclusions
made from the independent to the dependent variables of
the investigation. In other words this describes to what ex-
tent the influence of disruptive factors could be minimized.
The external validity is concerned with the extent to which
the results generalised beyond the single case study or ex-
periment. Often, these both kinds of validity counter each
selves.

As a testbed, we selected a real-world multi-tier business
application. In this application, the various persistency tech-
niques are deployed. This forms the only variation point of
the application. To support external validity, the architec-
ture described below is intentionally a “typical application”:
From a technical viewpoint, its architecture could be used
for many business applications beyond its specific applica-
tion domain. To yield a high internal validity, one has to
design the testbed in a way, that the specific persistency
technique is deployed in its best specific way. For example,
in EJB 1.x and 2.x several patterns had to be considered to
yield a satisfying performance in certain situations. How-
ever, such patterns are specific to a persistency technique
and hence not part of the testbed which has to be designed
to allow the use and exchange of various persistency techni-
ques. Therefore, one could question the internal validity of
the results, by arguing that the way we use a specific tech-
nique in our general architecture is uncommon to its most
optimised use in other situations. This would also lower
the external validity. However, there are some arguments to
counter:

• A technical concern, such as persistency, should not
influence the design of the domain oriented business
logic tiers anyhow. If the persistency technique re-
quires such a specific design of the middle tier, then
this is a shortcoming of this technology and should be
made to be a pre-condition of its successful application.
Much more, such a technology has to be evaluated and
compared against competing techniques intentionally
without realising any specific technology concern in the
middle-tier. The flexibility to exchange the mapping
technology without changing any other tier is an im-
portant requirement which is present in many projects.

• All approaches deployed here, are known to yield an
acceptable performance without strong modifications
of the business tier.

Concerning the validity of the maintainability measures it
is important to take the personal experience of the devel-
opers into account. Additional influences, such as learning
effects also have to be considered. We tried to minimize
these effects by employing groups that consist of senior as
well as some more inexperienced developers. Also concern-
ing the learning effects one could argue that they can not
be eliminated in such an evaluation. However, even in real
world scenarios learning effects will always be present. Ad-
ditionally these factors are present in every empirical study.
However, having such results is far better than having no in-
dications at all. Furthermore, all change scenarios that were
used to measure the metrics were derived from real world
requirements of the legacy application. This also helps to
ensure the external validity of the maintainability measures.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a testbed architecture we in-

tend to use for the evaluation of different model-driven and
non-model-driven persistency techniques. With defining the
testbed and elaborating the GQM plans for maintenance
and performance we laid the headstone for this comparison.

Being a case study evaluation, the generalisability of the
results is rather limited, however these first results provide
a basis of hypothesises for further experiments that are not
necessarily evident:

1. The performance of a manually implemented mapper
for a legacy database can be met by the performance
of persistence frameworks.

2. The maintainability of a persistence layer is improved
by using model-driven techniques, even though the ab-
straction difference is not very high.

3. A wizard based creation of a persistence layer for a
legacy application is useful in the beginning, but the
advantages diminish over time.

Depending on the project, e.g. whether it is a newly de-
veloped application or if an already existing database should
be integrated into a object-oriented environment, different
abilities of the mapping technology are crucial. In a migra-
tion project the ability of a persistency technique to bridge
large differences between database and object model layout
may be of capital importance. Whereas in a project which
has no need to respect legacy applications this aspect may
be less important. To reflect these considerations in the
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Table 9: Results for the performance evaluation of Q2.2 for application 2: Accounting (all mean values except
M2.2.4) in milliseconds (ms)

Multiple Edits Single Edit
Metrics[unit] ADO NH OA ADO NH OA
M2.2.1[%] 84,6 77,2 70,5 94,3 90,7 64,8
M2.2.2[%] 6,4 0,07 5,5 0,7 0,13 8,1

M2.2.3a[ms] 3687,3 56589,4 6688,9 820,4 11230,1 2187,7
M2.2.3c[ms] 49,6 149,9 67,4 40,13 143,6 13,7

M2.2.4(max.)[mb] 23,8 22,8 16,3 12,8 12,7 6,3

evaluation we elaborated three different scenarios in which
we will execute our measurements:

1. Mapping the newly created object model to the legacy
database.

2. Definition of a new database schema according to the
object model.

3. Migrating the mapping from the legacy database to a
newly defined database schema.

Up to now we have collected the metrics for the fist sce-
nario, were the legacy database schema was mapped to a
newly created object model. As a next step each of the
other scenarios will be implemented and the metrics will be
collected. This will lead to a differentiation which persis-
tency technique is most suitable for a particular scenario.

Furthermore, we plan to use the testbed to evaluate fur-
ther persistency techniques, such as e.g. model-driven adap-
tor generators. One example for this kind of generators is
the model-driven legacy integration tool suite by the Delta
Software Technology Group [3].
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